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Garland Alumnae

Emily George Arrigg ’49
Jean Milton Coffin ’49
Dorothy Yung Djeu ’60
Dianne Fox Gove ’69 ’90UG
Susan Schatz Hurley ’77
Elfreda Miller Skidmore ’74
Karen Smits ’66
Barbara Powers Swaebe ’46
Ellen Blemker Thomas ’60
Ann Kvaraceus Ziegler ’70

We have made every effort to include the names of all donors who made leadership and planned gifts to the College during the 2007–2008 fiscal year. Simmons’s fiscal year runs from July 1 through June 30. If we have inadvertently omitted any names, we apologize for the oversight. Please notify the Office of Advancement at 800-831-4284 or 2008reportofphilanthropy@simmons.edu of any omissions.